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ITALY IN THE BALKANS 
BY HAMILTON FISH ARMSTRONG 

By every law of economic interest Italy's first care after 
the Armistice should have been to seek conditions of a 

really lasting peace among her Balkan neighbors, and a 

general entente favorable to the extension of her trans 

Adriatic commerce beyond the few trading-posts, scattered 

along the fringe of a hostile hinterland, which she now 

precariously controls. Instead, the Italian Government 

chose to be envious of the new Slav state formed under the 

leadership of their ally Serbia, and to sow seeds of eco 
nomic and political conflict which show no signs of short 

vitality. The most ambitious schemes proclaimed by 
d'Annunzio hold little that is novel for anyone who, like 
the writer, has spent a considerable part of the past year 
in the Balkans and watched at close range the evolution of 

Italian intrigue. D'Annunzio is only a strand in the larger 
web. 

Hardly was the Armistice signed before on every hand 
Italian troops began to exceed the limits of the zone of 

occupation laid down by the Allies, and to change that 

occupation from being interallied in character to being 
directed solely toward furthering Italian ambitions. They 
hesitated at no means in their efforts to seal up Jugoslavia, 
cutting off all her courier, cable, telegraph, mail and pas 
senger communication with the Peace Conference and the 

press of the Allies, and even venturing to hold up Ameri 

can, French and British officials and to hamper the work 
of Allied relief missions. 

Simultaneously Italian emissaries reached Austria and 

Hungary, stiffened Roumania up to exorbitant claims 

regarding Serbian districts of the Banat, took up cudgels 
in behalf of the discredited Montenegrin dynasty, and 
staked out for herself claims to such vast territory over 
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whelmingly Slavic that every nationalistic voice in the 
Balkans was stirred to an emulative counter-clamor. 

Last summer the world watched with amusement the 

efforts made by the Italian commander at Fiume to play 
the role of nominal opposition to d'Annunzio assigned to 
him by the Italian Government. The comedy became a 
farce when, after warning the loquacious invader of the 

gravity of his actions, he kissed him on both cheeks and 

proceeded with him in triumph to the Town Hall. These 
events were not surprising to those who in April had heard 
the public declaration of Gen. Grazioli at Fiume that no 

matter what might be the decision of the Peace Confer 
ence regarding that port he was never going to evacuate it 

except under force of arms. Or to those who had heard 
of the letter received in March by the American Admiral 
at Spalato from an Italian Admiral, saying openly that 
he was determined to continue exerting his influence ashore 
in the form of propaganda, against all protests, and even 

beyond the zone of occupation. Our Admiral also became 
aware about the same time that the Italians were prepar 

ing to land at Spalato shortly and gain preponderance 
there on the same pretext of interallied action which had 
served so well at Fiume. And in April, the Italian au 
thorities at Fiume, originally sent there to maintain order 
as representatives of all the Allies, commenced applying 
Italian law and administering justice in the name of the 

King of Italy. 
By moves such as these the stage was set by the end of 

April for an outright annexation of Fiume by the Italian 
Government. But President Wilson's firm statement 

nipped the proceeding just on the eve of execution, and in 
the new plans which had to be developed d'Annunzio was 
allowed to produce the desired fait accompli. 

The* propaganda in Dalmatia, alluded to above, de 

pended generally on food manipulation and the powers of 
blockade. Starvation was almost universal along the east 

coast of the Adriatic, and ingenious use was made of Italian 

supplies. A favorite expedient was to land food and fuel, 
which was given away to anyone who would sign a receipt. 
This receipt, which was in Italian and therefore unintel 

ligible to the Slav population, included a vote for annex 
ation to Italy. 

Here is a translation of an Italian naval order on the 
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subject, emanating from the Admiral Millo who has since 

figured so largely as Commander-in-Chief of the d'Annun 

zio fleet: 
Government of Dalmatia, the Dalmatian Isles, and the Island of 

Curzola. 

Subject: Food-supplies for victualing civilian population. 
To all Districts of this Division. 

I am informed that many commanders charged with distributing 
foodstuffs to the civilian population, acting on the authorization which 
had been given them to hold back one-fifth of all moneys received with 
a view to employing the product for propaganda, have collected consid 
erable sums without afterwards being able to use them. Experience 
proves that the absolutely free distribution of foodstuffs themselves 
constitutes the only method of efficacious propaganda. 

The Vice-Admiral Governor, Millo. 

But Italy went further, and sought to make the Slav 
inhabitants ot the islands absolutely dependent upon her 
for their lives. Investigations of an experienced British 
officer during February, 1919, revealed the most oppres 
sive measures. In Curzola he found the import of oxen 

prohibited by the Italian masters and the price of meat 
20 kronen a kilo, which was even higher than during war 
time. The Italians were distributing food there and in 

Lissa, and the following translation of an order of the com 

mandant at the latter place gives an unexpected sidelight 
on the motives behind that apparently humanitarian action: 

Detachment Headquarters, Marma, Lissa. 

Lissa, 24th December, 1918. No. 100 of the Protocol. 

To the Miayor of Lissa. 

Subject: Prohibition of the distribution of food. 
I inform your excellency that by higher command distribution is 

prohibited of food or provisions which have not been sent from Italy 
or Allied ports or ports of the United States of America. Exception 
is only made in the case of food actually in the stores of the Commune 
or already on the way. Private persons are permitted to acquire and 

sell. II Tenente de Vascello Commandante, 
Ettore Spoptieixo. 

There was extreme privation throughout the islands 

during the whole winter, and the grave step of prohibiting 
importations from nearby Slav territory simply shows that 
the Italians thought their case so weak that they preferred to 
cut off food than to allow any intercourse on the part of 
the islanders with their compatriots on the mainland. 

Unfortunately, the Italians did not limit themselves to 
this type of propaganda, but concluded to rid the country 
of as many of the intelligent and leading Slavs as they 
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could get their hands on, either in the occupied territory 
or beyond the line of demarcation. These they deported 
to prisons in Nocera, Venice, Sardinia and Sicily. The 
total of several hundred included important Dalmatians 
such as Monsignor Mahnitch, Bishop of Veglia, carried 
off from his see and interned at Frascati for daring to re 

port to the Peace Conference Italy's treatment of mem 

bers of his flock, Dr. J. Mochiedo, Chairman of the Edu 
cational Committee of the Dalmatian Diet, at least four 
other deputies, several dozen Orthodox and Roman 
Catholic priests, besides professors, school-masters, lawyers, 

judges, and anyone else of Slav blood whose education 
made him influential against the Italian attempt to overawe 

the country. A dose of Italian rule that could go such 

lengths while still hampered by nominal interallied over 

sight has convinced the Dalmatians that if Italy is allowed 
to establish herself in their land they will simply have 

exchanged the Austrians for new and more rigorous alien 
masters. (The census of 1910 showed 2.8 per cent of the 

population of Dalmatia to be Italian, 96.2 per cent Jugo 
slav.) 

The Italian blockade was enforced in reverse order also, 
and in a most canny manner. At any time last winter you 
could buy in Belgrad all the fresh Sicilian oranges and 
lemons you wanted; and there were chestnuts and olives 
and occasionally other Italian products. But of such things 
as shoes or cloth there were none, of English or French 

newspapers or magazines or trade-bulletins there were 

none, even of letters or telegrams originating in western 

Europe there were none. The condition was merely the 

reflection of the whip-hand held by Italy at Trieste and 

Fiume, where the only goods or mail that were allowed 
to pass through were those originating in Italy. It was an 
effective step in the plan of Italian trade imperialism, of 

which ownership of Trieste and Fiume and the economic 
starvation of the latter in favor of the more Italian Trieste 

would be the culmination. 
Another example of the arbitrary blockade powers as 

sumed by Italy will be particularly interesting to Ameri 
cans. On February 22nd, 1919, the American Relief Ad 

ministration in Belgrad received information that the food 
situation at Ljubljana (Laibach), the chief Slovenian 

city, was extremely critical and that people were actually 
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dying of starvation in the neighboring country. Investiga 
tion on the spot showed that the seriousness of the con 

dition was not exaggerated, and the head of the Relief 
Administration in Belgrad ordered an emergency ship 
ment of 400 metric tons of flour, about 40 car-loads, to be 
hurried up to Ljubljana from Trieste. The flour in ques 
tion was the property of the American Government and 
had been sent to Trieste for disposition by the Relief Ad 

ministration. Ljubljana is only 90 miles from Trieste, and 
only 20 miles beyond the line of Italian occupation. But 
so effectively was that little emergency shipment blocked 
that after two weeks of violent effort on the part 
of our Relief Administration officials at Trieste it 
had not even been wholly disembarked, much less started 
on its journey. In the meantime swarms of Italian troops 

were daily being disembarked at Trieste with all their sup 
plies and impedimenta; machine-gun battalions and field 

artillery arrived and were distributed in no time, field 
kitchens and field-hospitals were landed in flocks, and 
thousands of camions and ambulances filled in an almost 

unbroken mass the whole stretch between Trieste and the 

Jugoslav frontier, while every siding held its lines of ar 
mored trains and railway artillery. What for? To 

threaten and starve the same Jugoslavs whom Orlando a 

little more than a year before had hailed at the Congress 
of Rome as brothers in the work of dissolving the Austro 

Hungarian Empire. 

Italy's commercial, political and military animosity 
toward her new neighbor has been equally varied and 

aggressive. In the opinion of the writer, the Italian policy 
of strengthening Jugoslavia's enemies will end by being 
as disastrous to the political fortunes of Italy as her eco 
nomic policy will be to her trade. If her political plans 
collapse, Italy's prestige in the Balkans will suffer a hu 

miliating eclipse; if they are successful to the extent of pro 
voking new intra-Balkan wars, will she herself be able to 
remain outside, or, granting the Italian masses allow their 

government to engage in an imperialistic war, can her 
forces beat the Serbs and the Greeks, even with the aid of 

Bulgaria or Roumania? 
The ring drawn by Italy is very nearly complete. 

Around the circle hemming in Belgrad,?Austria, Hun 
gary, Roumania, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Albania,?the 
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only opening through which a friendly hand reaches to 
ward the Jugoslavs is on the frontier of Greece, a com 

panion because she also conflicts with the dream of Italian 

hegemony in the Near East. 

Immediately after the Armistice Italian political and 
commercial agents reached Vienna and Budapest. In 

February Prince Livio Borghese, formerly Secretary of 
the Italian Embassy in London, arrived in Belgrad bear 

ing letters of credence as Minister to the King of Serbia. 
Serbia as Serbia was no longer existent, being merged in 
the new Jugoslav state of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, 
and at first it seemed as though the arrival of Prince Bor 

ghese was merely a petty way of baiting the Jugoslav 
Government; but it soon developed that a much more 
ambitious plan was afoot. Borghese's arrival had been 
simultaneous with an Italian proposal that an interallied 
committee take over the operation of the Fiume-Agram 
Budapest railway, the chairman of this committee to be 
the Italian Director of Transportation at Fiume. Not only 

would the plan have put this vital railway in the power 
of the Italians should they undertake operations against 
the Jugoslavs, but it would also have given them direct 
access to Hungary. The latter was the concern of Prince 

Borghese. On March 15th, he left Belgrad for Budapest, 
where on arrival he entered into the closest relations with 
the Magyar Bolshevik Government. And there he re 

mained as confidential adviser to Bela Kun throughout the 
Red massacres and rioting, throughout the threats and at 
tacks on the French and British military missions (but not 
the Italian), throughout the fighting with Roumania. How 

much Borghese had to do with the sale of arms by Italy to 
the Kun Government is problematical; but sales there were, 
one shipment consisting of about ninety guns, the majority 
of them field-pieces. 

Austria has been the object of even more attention from 

Italy than Hungary. The Italian ambition is to detach 
Slovenia from Jugoslavia and add her to the new Austrian 
state, which is comparatively weak and which Italy ex 
pects to dominate in a trade way through her ownership 
of Trieste and Fiume. French policy also rather favors 
such a territorial readjustment, as an inducement to Aus 
tria to avoid union with Germany. There is strong reason 
for believing that in pursuit of this plan Italy was success 
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ful in persuading Austria to an attack on the Jugoslavs in 
Carinthia the second of May last. The result was 
obtained largely through clandestinely supplying the Aus 
trians with arms and ammunition, these being sent by rail 
from Trieste and other points in the Italian zone. The 
trains were ostensibly food trains, but in a number of well 
known instances were found to be loaded with supplies for 
the Austrians to make war on the Jugoslavs. 

Details of two arms shipments come from a Serbian 

source, and are not therefore put down as unimpeachable, 
but they are believed by the writer to be true because they 
are in accord with similar undertakings known to have 

originated in Trieste. Near Innsbruck, it seems, is the 
small military railway-station of Hotting, which is under 
the control of the Italian Army Corps stationed at Inns 
bruck. On April 23rd, 1919, two carloads of grenades 

were shipped from Hotting, escorted by 20 Italian soldiers, 
and accompanied by regular railroad shipping-papers in 
scribed 

4 
Armee Korps waffendepot Innsbruck." The 

original shipping-papers, showing that one carload weighed 
7,297 kilograms, the other 11,130 kilograms, eventually 
came into the possession of the Serbian authorities. The 
destination of the shipment was Graz, in Styria. The next 

day, four carloads of gas-bombs were despatched under con 

voy of Italian soldiers and destined for Niklasdorf, near . 

Leoben, Styria, where was located the main depot of the 
Austrian army facing the Jugoslavs along the Carinthian 
front. On May 2nd, the Austrian offensive began and 
lasted ten days. 

The extent to which during these operations the Aus 
trian military were given advantage of the information 
about Jugoslav movements obtained by Italian spies in 

Croatia is shown by a document found in Klagenfurt after 
its evacuation by the Austrians. This document, dated May 
28th, 1919, is addressed to the Austrian Commander-in 
Chief at Klagenfurt and is signed by one Rimitz, for the 
commander of the Austrian detachment at Villach. After 

reporting in detail some information which had been ob 
tained by an Austrian reconnaissance party, the letter states 

that a copy of the report 
" has been sent to the Italian offi 

cer at Tarvis, Lieutenant Parenti." From the paragraph 
immediately following it is seen that Lieutenant Parenti 

paid for this information in kind: 
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Lieutenant Parenti reports- A Serbian Division entered Kisenkappel 
at 12 o'clock. After taking possession of the town the Division was 

divided, one brigade being sent toward Kuhnsdorf, the second toward 
Villach. The enemy had much Field Artillery. The total strength on 
the Kaerntner front is 20-25,000 men. The Italian combat force is able 
to march in 5 hours. 

The Italian lieutenant seems to be in no doubt as to who 
is 

" 
the enemy." 

Let us now look a little more to the east in our rapid 

swing around the Balkans. There is no necessity of detail 

ing here the arguments over the division between Rou 

mania, Jugoslavia and Hungary of that racial macedoine 
known as the Banat of Temesvar. The problem of the 
Banat does not contain insurmountable difficulties once the 
fact is accepted that in any partition there are bound to be 
racial minorities left under foreign rule. Roumania and 

Serbia have never in history been avowed enemies, and at 

one time early last spring the two countries had reached an 

independent agreement on the Banat. But it was soon re 

pudiated by Roumania under pressure from Italy, who 

agreed to support extreme Roumanian claims in order that 
a slice might be cut off Jugoslavia and with the idea of keep 
ing the two neighbors from a rapprochement. By May . 

Roumania's attitude had so far changed that she was threat 

ening the Serbian representative at Bucharest with war un 

less the settlement proposed by the Peace Conference was 
made more favorable to Roumania. Italy's part in the 
affair is analogous in aim to her well-known dickering with 

Hungary at the expense of the Czechs; it will be remem 
bered that while the Italian officers whom Czecho-Slovakia 
had mistakenly allowed to take charge of her army were en 

gaged in a political intrigue at Budapest, the Hungarian 
Bolshevist troops turned suddenly and inflicted on the 
Czechs a tremendous drubbing. Allied plans went all 

askew, and Italy's standing in Czecho-Slovakia went to 

zero; but Czecho-Slovakia is beyond even the Italian hori 

zon, and Italy had succeeded admirably in saving her prom 
ising protege Hungary from further territorial diminish 

ments in that direction. 

Regarding Italy's liaison with Bulgaria it may be said that 
it is based on immediate and concrete considerations of give 
and-take as well as on plans for the future. Bulgaria was 

left at the end of the war in a better condition physically and 

financially than any other state in the Balkans. She was dis 
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credited but by no means impotent, and Italy hastened to 
make her a friend. 

In Paris, Italian friendship took the form of constant 
pressure on the part of the 

" Consulta 
" to lessen the punish 

ment to be meted out to Bulgaria; on the spot, it took a form 
which two incidents will suffice to illustrate. The Greek 
Government last May accumulated proofs that a total of 

5,000 Bulgarian prisoners-of-war, held in Macedonia prison 
camps in charge of Italian troops, had been sent back across 
the border under cover of Italian uniforms and in Italian 
trains. The other incident concerns the breech-blocks of the 

Bulgarian cannon, which were exacted by the Allies as guar 
antees of good faith and deposited in the custody of the Ital 
ian troops at Saloniki. The Allies suddenly woke up to the 
fact that the breech-blocks were no longer there, and, 

strangely enough, the disabled Bulgarian guns about that 
time took the field again in complete condition. As a result 
of such favors, all the Balkan countries look upon Bulgaria 
as the firmest friend Italy has in the Near East, and include 
her cooperation in their forecasts of any Italian move. 

From Bulgaria it is a short jump across Macedonia to 

Albania, where Italian predominance and ambition are too 
well known to need elaboration. Alike from east and west 
Serbian Macedonia is unceasingly subjected to a series of 

marauding expeditions. On the one side the Bulgarian 
bands of " 

komitadji 
" 

have been increasingly active lately, 
only last August having blown up one of the bridges on the 

Belgrad-Saloniki railway which had just been repaired and 

re-opened after months of labor. These 
" 

komitadji 
" are 

well-organized, maintain central headquarters in Sofia, and 
have a large number of arms depots. It is illuminating to 
note that the arms found on those captured have usually 
been of Italian origin. Certainly their cooperation has been 

extremely close with the bands operating from the west 
out of Italian Albania, the aim of Italy being to squeeze 

Macedonia between a pair of nut-crackers, cutting Jugo 
slavia off from a southern outlet and separating her from 

Greece. 

All that Italy would some day accomplish as " 
pro 

tector " 
of Albania she dreams also of achieving in Monte 

negro. From her determination to see Montenegro feeble 
and dependent, rather than a part of a prosperous new state, 

spring almost all the troubles which are keeping that prov 
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ince in confusion. The vast majority of Montenegrins are 

for union with their Serb kinsmen in the Jugoslav state 
which for so long has been the ideal of their common poets 
and historians; they are through with ex-King Nicholas as 

well as his son, who spent most of the war in Viennese ca 

barets; they share with the Dalmatians the fear of Italian 

exploitation just as together they used to hate Austrian ex 

ploitation; they long for peace and demobilization and a 
chance to get back to the patch of land which every Mon 

tenegrin owns. These facts are attested and re-attested by 
every unbiased American and British observer who has been 
into Montenegro. They remain facts in spite of the activi 
ties of hangers-on and anciens ministres of the late ruling 

family, in spite of the turmoils financed through agents like 
Plamanatz and executed by bands shipped across the Adria 
tic to Virpazar or Antivari or one of the other ports held 

by the Italians. 
But Montenegro and Southern Dalmatia play a small 

role compared to Fiume in the overshadowing discussion 
of essential Jugoslav outlets on the Adriatic. Surprise is 
sometimes expressed that Europe should stand almost 
breathless while Italy and Jugoslavia endanger the peace of 
the world for the sake of possessing a small city in which the 
two nationalities are about evenly divided. The answer is 
that Fiume is a port which, from the Jugoslav point of view, 
has no substitute, which holds for them the key of long 
promised economic liberty,?-a port which, from the Italian 

point of view, would in other hands menace their exploita 
tion of the Balkans and dangerously rival their own Trieste. 

It is not proposed even to summarize here the economic, 
racial and historical arguments of either side. It need only 
be said that close observation in Fiume and disinterested in 

quiry among all parties?" Independent Fiume ", Italian, 
Croat, and Hungarian,?lead to the conviction that, despite 
propagandists, neither Italians nor Jugoslavs possess a ma 

jority, that the only clear majority is in favor of an inde 
pendent buffer state under international guarantees, but that 

failing this, the desire is for a " 
free port" under mandatory 

of Italy or Jugoslavia. It is significant that the 
" 

Independ 
ent Party," whose desire for autonomy is based less on his 
torical traditions than on hard, matter-of-fact trade calcula 

tions, prefer the Jugoslav to the Italian flag. 
It is difficult to answer the Jugoslavs when they ask why 

vol. ccxi.?no. 773. 31 
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Fiume entered into Italian national aspirations so late in the 

day, why even the Treaty of London expressly recognized 
(Par. 5) that 

" 
the whole coast of Croatia, the port of 

Fiume, and the small ports of Novi and Carlopago, shall 
be included in the territory of Croatia." They ask if it is 
not because Italy aspires to starve out healthy competition, 
to dominate the Adriatic and the Eastern Mediterranean, 
to corner all lines of communication from Western Europe 
to Jugoslavia and the East, and to play her game in the 
Balkans holding all the aces. 

The question of the final success or failure of the Jugo 
slav experiment is not one in which Americans take only the 

platonic interest of having furnished a large part of the in 

spiration and initial assistance. The world has just been 

through one war (and America found she was not exempt), 
which caught fire from a Balkan conflict born of political 
bullying and trade imperialism. The Balkan countries are 

past the African Gold Coast era, when a foreign Power 
could gag their outlets, exploit their almost untouched re 

sources, and in return satisfy the inhabitants with a few 

glass beads. Jugoslavia holds the elements of success and 

prosperity, the promise of developing into a great stabiliz 

ing influence in that danger-region of European politics. 
But she must have a helping hand and a fair chance to work 
out her own salvation. If she is denied that chance, if the 
hands of the older countries are found to be against her, the 
result will be another war, another struggle for economic 

liberty. That is not a threat; it is a certainty. 

Hamilton Fish Armstrong. 
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